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In the experimental measurement of essential material properties, various contact and contact-
less techniques can be used to evaluate surface deformations and strains. Direct measurement
techniques are mainly based on the strain gauge method. The most popular contactless me-
thods include Moiré interferometry, holography, speckle interferometry, and nowadays the
Digital Image Correlation (DIC), too [1]. Some of these methods have stringent requirements
on the measurement equipment, setup procedure, or coherent light source, which make these
methods more difficult to use and increase the cost of laboratory instrumentation. In recent
years, more robust and effective computational correlation algorithms have been developed
to track test specimen material points and estimate the whole displacement and strain fields.
From this reason, the relatively simple and less expensive optical DIC method has been ex-
tensively used for displacement and strain field estimation in material characterization. The
adaptability of the DIC technique in image capture technology is obtained by standard came-
ras to estimate the displacement and strain data from the tracking of the material points [2].
The paper focuses on the determination of deformations using the open source MATLAB
based 2D DIC software Ncorr [3] as the static tensile test evaluation. Tensile tests on flat
rectangular specimens were stressed, and the corresponding displacement and strain fields
were estimated using Ncorr. The influence of selected parameters of the correlation algori-
thm on the settings of the Ncorr program on the estimation of the deformation was assessed.
The results of uniaxial strains obtained by the optical method were verified by experimental
measurements using an installed strain gauge and reference extensometer. The good agree-
ment between the results attained by the evaluation of experiments using optical and standard
strain gage methods was found.
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